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NE of the less attractive facets of modern life and of

popular culture in particular is the tendency to play

down the achievements of the past and to accord

unjustified esteem to the stars of the present. I suppose the

increasing influence of the popular media on all our lives has

contributed to this phenomenon; for example, the football

magazine FourFourTwo recently included Cristiano Ronaldo (5)

and Lionel Messi (2) in the top five of their 100 Greatest

Footballers of All Time feature. They are great footballers, true,

but it doesn’t take long to think of many others who might be

expected to rank in the top five with Pele, Cruyff and Maradona.

Likewise, were some organ of the British racing media to

conduct a poll into the best British or Irish jockey, horse or sire

of all time, I think we would all expect the names of Moore,

Dettori, Frankel, Galileo and Sadler’s Wells to score in the top

two or three of their respective categories. It’s notoriously

difficult, in fairness, to compare performances in racing across

the years, but the modern default position seems to favour those

whose achievements are fresh in the collective memory, and of

whom good quality modern footage is available to be broadcast.

So Michael Tanner’s latest book, “The Demon”, a biography

of the Victorian jockey George Fordham, faces a difficulty from
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the outset in seeking to persuade the reader that

Fordham deserves to be celebrated as the finest

jockey riding on the English Turf during the 19th

Century, and that he has claims to be ranked with

the likes of Richards, Piggott and Archer as among

the best of all time.

It is a task that Tanner approaches with his

characteristic thorough research and attention to

detail. While he avers that history has not been kind

to Fordham, largely overshadowed by the career

and notorious suicide of the unfortunate Fred Archer, he sets out

to plead eloquently Fordham’s case to be rated the superior

jockey. 

Contemporaneous sources are quoted copiously; if Tanner

seeks to make a point about Fordham he is often not content to

provide one quote by way of evidence, but rather to provide

several. This is particularly evident in the chapter entitled

‘Mister Archer’, ironically numbered 13, in which he adduces

the opinion of thirteen experts to back up his view that Fordham

is to be regarded as Archer’s superior.

It all makes for a fascinating read, encompassing a huge

amount of information regarding racing in Victorian times and

dealing with a number of the leading figures in the Victorian

Turf, from Admiral Rous and Nat Flatman to the Duchess of

Montrose and Richard Ten Broeck. Staggeringly, and almost

unbelievably in modern times, the young Fordham is recorded

as weighing just 3st 7lb when his apprenticeship commenced!

No self-respecting follower of Flat racing can afford to

remain ignorant of the skills, achievements, temperament and

honesty of ‘The Demon’, George Fordham, and Tanner is to be

applauded for shining a welcome light into the shadow cast by

Archer’s memory.

Always Running!
THIS YEAR’s Great North Run will

feature some well-known Middleham

faces among its many thousands of

participants. Since 1981, the world’s

biggest half-marathon has welcomed

more than one million people across the

finishing line at South Shields, and this

year a small but select team of MJR staff

members will hope to be added to that

number on September 10.

Senior racing secretary Nicky

McGrath, vet John Martin and groom

Gavin Hardisty have been in training for

weeks for the event, and they will be

joined on the start line by former MJR

Yard Manager, Sarah Fanning. They will

all be fundraising  for Racing Welfare.

So if you find yourself in Newcastle

on the day, look out for them and give

them your support. 

Perhaps better still, give them

your support financially by

searching for them on

www.justgiving.com.

The Klarion sends them best

wishes and hopes the 13.1 miles

will pass quickly for them!

THE KLARION

wants to send

congratulations to

Groom/Rider

Harvey Ewart and

his wife Zoe on the

fantastic

performance of

their daughter, Jodi

Ewart Shadoff

(pictured right), 29, in the British Women’s

Open Golf at Kingsbarns last month. 

Equalling the course record of 64 in a

scintillating final round, Jodi just failed to

peg back the leader and finished second

overall, a performance which sealed her

place in the European Solheim Cup team. 

A wonderful effort, of which her parents

are rightly very proud!

Jodi’s great show


